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The Black Death, the devastating plague of the fourteenth century, affected all 

aspects of European society, from politics, religion and economics to social cohesion and 

familial relationships.  Nonetheless, it is the art of the period that exhibits the most lasting 

and visible effects of this widespread pandemic.  As a reaction to the suffering and deaths 

of millions of people, Italian painting remains, to this day, a source of tangible evidence 

of the events surrounding the mid-fourteenth century plague. Although many of the 

technical artistic developments from the earlier fourteenth century remained after the 

initial period of the Black Death, new trends in the compositional aspects of Italian 

painting occurred.  Many art historians speculate about the reasons for these changes, 

although most agree that the Black Death marked a period of transformation in the 

development of Italian painting.  Some believe these developments sped the transition 

between Italian Medieval art and Renaissance art.  The problem consists in finding the 

connections between the Black Death’s affect on society and the subsequent changes in 

Italian painting.  Looking at historical and art historical sources helps to shed light on 

these connections.  The purpose of this paper is to offer a new view of the impact of this 

major human disaster on Italian society and art.  Looking at social, economic and 

demographic changes in the surviving population, and by examining their motivations for 

art patronage, we can discover how the Black Death’s devastation changed Italian art 

through its patronage.  In this case, changes in the social make-up of the patron directly 

influenced artistic composition after the Black Death. 

In order to properly situate the art produced in the aftermath of the Black Death 

we must first look at the physical and emotional impact on society as a whole.  Many 
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accounts of the numbers, statistics and firsthand descriptions of the events help to provide 

a broader picture of the survivors and their reactions to this very real human disaster. 

“Such was the multitude of corpses, that there was not sufficient 
consecrated ground for them to be buried in, especially if each was to 
have its own plot in accordance with long-established custom.  So 
when all the graves were full, huge trenches were excavated in the 
churchyards, into which new arrivals were placed in their hundreds, 
stowed tier upon tier like ships’ cargo, each layer of corpses being 
covered over with a thin layer of soil till the trench was filled to the top 
. . .’ (Boccaccio 11-12). 

 
This passage from The Decameron by the poet Giovanni Boccaccio was one of 

many accounts left behind in his collection of narratives relating the devastating events of 

the mid-fourteenth century in Italy.   He speaks of a “deadly pestilence” so virulent and 

all pervasive that 18th century historians named it the Black Death (Aberth 31).  

Originating in the Far East, the plague spread westward along European trade routes.  

Transmission of the bacterial infection, Yersinia pestis, came by way of the fleas on black 

rats among merchant goods, on ships, and from person to person (Aberth 14). Genoese 

merchant ships from the Black Sea port of Kaffa introduced it into Europe (Byrne 7).  

Also known as the bubonic plague, it arrived in the Mediterranean ports of Messina, 

Sicily and Alexandria, Egypt in the early fall of 1347.  By the end of the year plague had 

reached Venice and Pisa (Byrne 7).  Contagion spread inland from these and other harbor 

cities overland and through the network of rivers and waterways.  It ravaged the 

population of Europe for more than three years, from late 1347 to early 1352, disrupting 

the cultural and social networks of millions of people.  As if these three years weren’t 

terrifying enough, successive outbreaks of plague recurred every 2 to 17 years until the 

late 16th century (Byrne 6-7).  With each succeeding outbreak most areas lost an 
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additional 15 to 25 percent of the remaining population (Cohn 7).  These repeated 

outbreaks kept the horror of the Black Death fresh in people’s memories.  

Contemporary historians studying the effects of the Black Death have mined 

many sources for demographic information for the period.  Birth and burial records, 

bishops’ registers, wills, tax records and hearth counts all contributed to the overall 

picture.  Recent studies suggest that as many as a third to half of the population 

succumbed to the plague.  Some scholars, however, indicate that the local effects could 

have reached as much as 40 to 60, even 75 percent mortality, particularly in crowded 

cities such as Florence and Venice (Byrne 59).  With population estimates for Western 

Europe at 75 to 80 million before the Black Death, the death toll would have been 40 to 

nearly 60 million people counted as victims (Byrne 59).  In Florence during the summer 

of 1348 alone, the population dropped from over 90,000 to 45,000 in a matter of a few 

months (Meiss 65).  Imagine the emotional impact of such a dramatic transformation in 

population levels. 

The random nature of the pestilence left cities, towns and villages virtually empty.  

It killed quickly and arbitrarily; regardless of age, gender or piety, and it wiped out entire 

families (Byrne 10).  In her 1979 demographic study, economic historian Sarah Blanshei 

gives us an example of the lasting effects of depopulation on the Tuscan city-state of 

Perugia.  Her study, examining official tax documents, shows major differences in the 

population levels before and after the Black Death.   Perugia recorded 5,749 households 

in 1285 but only 2,381 in 1498, indicating that the ‘city’ was still less than half its pre-

plague size 200 years later.  Many cities like Perugia took years to recover their pre-

plague population levels, in this case more than 200 years.  Some, in fact, never 
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recovered and to this day are significantly smaller than their medieval size (Blanshei 

598).    

The period’s chroniclers left a great deal of information regarding the physical 

effects on the population.  Many report that people died terrifyingly quick and painful 

deaths.  Giovanni Villani, a 14th century Florentine chronicler, described it as “a disease 

in which there appeared certain swellings in the groin and under the armpit, and the 

victims spat blood, and in three days they were dead” (Bartlett 38).  Victims had little or 

no chance of survival once the plague struck, dying within a few days.  Francesco 

Petrarch, fourteenth century Italian historian and poet, noted that people were healthy one 

day and dead the next.  He recounted an experience about a new friend who came to 

dinner one night, went home afterward, and “died of plague before morning, followed in 

a few days by all his family” (Watkins 200).  People died so quickly that there was little 

time to prepare, physically or spiritually.   

The heavy mortality, its speed and agony, took a heavy emotional toll on 

survivors.  In Siena, chronicler Agnolo di Tura claimed that “they don’t even ring the 

church bells anymore and throughout Siena, giant pits are being excavated for the 

multitudes of the dead and the hundreds that die every night. . . .and when those ditches 

are full, new ditches are dug” (Aberth 81).   By Villani’s account, any given area felt the 

ravages for more than “five months at a time and lost three out of every five people” 

(Meiss 66).   These staggering numbers and the anonymity of mass graves affected the 

mental and emotional framework of society.  People witnessed the agony of friends and 

family with a helplessness and frustration which helped to shape their responses 

afterward. 
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Giovanni Boccaccio recalled the horror he lived through, describing how people 

dealt with the threat of imminent death and the associated fears.  In his introduction to the 

Decameron, he related how small groups of people left the cities to live in isolation and 

moderation, hoping to escape the sight and smell of the sick and dying.  Others lived as if 

it were their last day, eating and drinking to excess with total disregard for morality or 

law.  Leaving the cities for the seclusion of the countryside was not uncommon in many 

Italian cities, where people went to camp out in the fields and orchards, or in country 

homes, to be away from contagion.  Ironically, many of these people still died, alone with 

no one to comfort them (Boccaccio 7). 

 The menace of succumbing to the disease deterred neighbors from helping each 

other in their time of need.  The spread of the plague created an atmosphere so filled with 

the terror of dying that “ brothers abandoned brothers, uncles their nephews, sisters their 

brothers, and in many cases wives deserted their husbands.  But even worse, and almost 

incredible, was the fact that fathers and mothers refused to nurse and assist their own 

children, as though they did not belong to them”  (Boccaccio 9).  From Boccaccio’s 

perspective the anxiety surrounding the pandemic led to a breakdown of every familiar 

social and familial bond in Italian society.   In a society that thrived on these familial 

bonds and social connections, this breakdown affected the way people lived and related 

to one another.  Blanshei’s study suggests that this may have contributed to the 

dissolution of the family clans of the medieval period in favor of the nuclear family 

(Blanshei 604).  Extended family groupings no longer seemed like a safe or reliable 

source of help and comfort when pestilence struck.   
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Medieval society depended heavily on its relationship with the Church.  

Nonetheless, members of the clergy were not immune to the plague.  Clerical death tolls 

were very high with 40 percent of the Dominicans in Florence dying in the first wave of 

plague.  Monks and nuns in the cloisters were struck down the same as parish priests.  In 

Florence’s S. M. Novella, one hundred and thirteen friars died with similar numbers in 

the monasteries of Siena and Venice (Meiss 66).   Church offices remained vacant with 

no clergy to say masses, give last rites, hold funerals or attend the parishioners who 

survived.   While this was devastating for the clergy, many left their parishes for other 

reasons.   Some saw opportunity created by vacancies within the hierarchy of the church 

and left small parishes for larger churches and better pay.  Others, hired by individuals or 

groups, went to private chapels to say perpetual masses for plague victims (Byrne 67).  

These vacancies, either by death or desertion, left many plague sufferers and survivors 

without spiritual support and comfort in their time of anguish and fear.  

The high mortality rate of the pandemic, combined with the depletion of the 

clergy, had a tremendous influence on how people viewed the world (Marshall 487).  The 

horrendous losses made strong impressions on a society of extended families and close 

kin connections, where the citizens in most neighborhoods knew everyone.  Religious 

belief and superstition put a high priority on the rites and rituals involved in a ‘good 

death’ which required repentance and blessing as part of salvation and remembrance after 

death (Boeckl 73).  Death in a community was normally a marked event among the 

family and neighbors of the deceased.  Ritual and burial served to mark the person’s life 

and make a place for remembrance (Cohn 121).  According to chroniclers, the death rates 

rose so high so quickly that the dead “had to be buried in mass graves without the benefit 
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of ritual, marking or coffin” (Byrne 73).  Many died leaving no one to remember them, 

their life or their deeds.  With so many priests dead or gone, there were few left to 

provide the religious ritual which most people felt was essential.  The speed of the 

pandemic’s progress combined with the depletion in clergy members made following 

these required rituals of life and death impossible. This anonymous death left a strong 

psychological impact on survivors, leaving many with feelings of dislocation and despair.  

A sense of despair filled the lives of those who survived the Black Death.  Agnolo 

di Tura recorded in the summer of 1348, after burying his own five sons that, “no one 

weeps for any of the dead, for instead everyone awaits their own impending death” 

(Aberth 81).  At nearly the same time in Florence, Boccaccio wrote,”the more I reflect 

upon all this misery, the deeper my sense of personal sorrow [becomes]” testifying to the 

intensity of raw emotion among the survivors (Boccaccio 13).  For others like Petrarch, 

the personal devastation was very real.  So many friends and loved ones died that he 

feared being “solitary and friendless at his own last hour” and that “the toils of his life” 

would be forgotten upon his death with no one left to remember him (Watkins 205).  

Many survivors held similar fears, the fear of being left alone in their final hour. The 

devastation caused emotional despair that left many with no idea how to come to terms 

with the enormous losses. 

The spread of the contagion depleted the labor sources such as farmers and 

merchants, and deprived the clergy of its members.  It also deprived society of many of 

its leaders and educated men (Meiss 69).  The oligarchic leadership of cities such as 

Florence, Venice and Siena, consisted of members of the leading families who also 

succumbed to the pestilence.  These were the educated elite, the banking and 
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international merchant families, who made up the leadership of these city-states.  Agnolo 

di Tura recorded that “four of the nine members of the oligarchic priorate died, together 

with two of the four officers of the Biccherna, the podesta and the capitano di guerra” 

signifying the extent of mortality within the upper classes (Meiss 66).  These were the 

people who made the laws, kept order and helped society function properly and 

prosperously.  These were also the people primarily responsible for art patronage within 

the city (Norman 18).  Similar evidence shows that most of the other Italian city-states 

and communes felt similar losses among their leadership (Meiss 66).   

The statistics and first hand accounts of the sufferings of so many, and the turmoil 

the survivors faced, created a framework for their artistic responses.  Several key ideas 

emerge to help us understand these responses.  Religion, its practice and ritual, was an 

extremely important part of people’s lives.  Survivors who lost family and friends felt the 

isolation of the loss of their social network.  People were afraid of being alone in their 

final hour, forgotten with no ‘place’ for their earthly remains if the pestilence should 

return.  They were afraid, most of all, of the obscurity of being forgotten, as their friends 

and family were, in the pit of anonymity.  They felt that if no one remembered them, no 

one would pray for them, jeopardizing their salvation and their place in the eternity of 

heaven.  Many, to allay this fear, sought to find a place in heaven as well as in the 

memories of their descendants, through art (Cohn 237).    

As a historic event, the Black Death created noticeable changes in the art of the 

period.  While there are many theories about the impact of the plague on the development 

of western art, two stand out.   Millard Meiss, an authority on art of the late-medieval and 

early Renaissance, was one of the first to study the subject in the 1950’s.   His book on 
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the effects of plague on Italian art in 1951 was ground breaking on the subject and led to 

further study.  He argued that mid-century changes in art resulted from a “change in 

spirituality among the people” left behind after the Black Death (Meiss 73).   Meiss’s 

ideas opened the field by arguing that specific ideas on style and theme resulted from the 

changing mindset of artists who survived the Black Death.  He felt that fourteenth 

century painting “shows a more spontaneous sentiment and a greater immediacy of 

religious experience . . .  as opposed to the dogmatic and institutional aspects of religion” 

(Meiss 57).   In his opinion, while many of the technical qualities and developments of 

the earlier period remained or improved, familiar themes gained new spiritual meaning 

and character.   

Louise Marshall, another art history scholar, opposed Meiss’s view with one of 

her own.  In her 1989 dissertation she argued that many post-plague images were 

produced with the proactive intention of disease prevention through prayer (Marshall 

488).  In her opinion, paintings served as a focal point for people’s prayers, some for 

protection from the plague, others in thanks for deliverance from the pestilence (Marshall 

488).  Marshall pointed out how many post-plague paintings depicted specific religious 

figures, particularly saints who had some association with the plague or plague 

prevention.  These images were “created specifically in response to or in anticipation of 

the disease” (Marshall 488).  Because iconography often involves analogy, a popular 

figure among these, and an appropriate choice because of his suffering, was the fourth 

century Roman martyr, Sebastian (fig. 1).  As part of his martyrdom he was shot with 

dozens of arrows and left for dead.  Arrows became an iconographic symbol for being 

struck with plague (Boeckl 77).  His later association with the plague occurred through 
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his successful intervention in an epidemic in the Lombard city of Pavia in a.d. 680 

(Marshall 489).  This led to his veneration in association with other epidemics and with 

the plague in the fourteenth century: the attitude of believers being, ‘if it worked for 

them, it will work for us’.  They regarded his image as an aid to their prayers.  People 

looked for divine intervention from their suffering, using these images for private 

devotion and public procession (Marshall 489).     

While both Meiss and Marshall make valid and interesting points, neither 

specifically addresses the issue of the differences in the social level of the patron.  As 

discussed above, the overall effects of the Black Death impinged upon all of Western 

Europe.  It also affected the centers of art production.  Historians such as Samuel Cohn 

identify city-states and communes in Tuscany, such as Florence, Siena and Pisa, along 

with Venice and Padua, as areas where artistic development had always been strong 

(Cohn 7).  In fact, modern art historians feel that in the fourteenth century, ‘Italian 

painting dominated European art and Tuscan painting dominated Italy’ laying the 

foundations for the Renaissance (White 287).  Seen as a focal point of artistic 

development, artists converged on these cities to join workshops and work with masters 

in their craft (Norman 27).   

However, artists were not immune to the pestilence nor were the men who 

commissioned their work.  By the time the Black Death finally ran its course, many great 

artists including the Lorenzetti Brothers of Siena, Bernardo Daddi of Florence, and other 

potential masters were gone and those who remained, regardless of their talent, had to fill 

the gaps (Steinhoff 104).  While this created opportunities for less well known artists, 

they were only one side of the story.  Artists of the fourteenth century didn’t just paint.  
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They worked on commission, hired ahead of time with instructions on theme, materials, 

size and where a particular painting would be placed (church, home, civic building).  This 

commission came from the patron who was responsible for payment, either upon 

completion or in installments along the way.  It was the patron, therefore, who was in 

control of the ‘fixed’ portions of the contract (theme, size, materials, measurements etc.).  

Although the patron specified a title or a theme, the artist was usually left with some 

flexibility in composing figures in ‘their usual costume’ for a particular religious figure 

(Gilbert, Italian Art xx). 

Prior to the Black Death, art patrons came primarily from upper levels of society 

such as church officials, political leaders, the established banking families and the 

educated elite.  These members of society commissioned paintings to decorate church 

interiors and civic spaces.  Although they relied on the talent and skill of the artist, most 

patrons felt that “painting was still too important to be left to the painters” since it played 

an integral part in the community’s quest for salvation.  This opinion led patrons to seek 

advice from experts on composition (Norman 18).  With the aid of religious scholars, 

poets and historians, they devised narrative programs for religious instruction and for 

decoration.  Through commissioned painting they sought to ensure their salvation by 

glorifying God, beautify their city and increase civic pride (Norman 9). 

However, when the widespread pandemic killed a huge portion of the population 

and mixed up those who remained, it changed the resulting social make-up of the art 

patron (Byrne 61).  Rapid depopulation of the cities led to power shifts, economic chaos 

and continued social disruption.  With the vacuum left in leadership roles,  political 

power was left in the hands of ”socially less privileged groups” such as masons, 
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carpenters and shoemakers, whose inexperience led cities like Siena into decline (White 

541).  Boccaccio later wrote that “the reins of government had been given to people who 

had come, as we would say, from Kalamazoo . . . people who had been taken from the 

mason’s shop or from the plow and elevated to the highest office in the state” (Meiss 70).  

Survivors took advantage of inherited wealth and the vacancies in higher political and 

social positions to rise in the social order.  However, these ‘newly rich’ and ‘newly 

powerful’ people were less sophisticated in their artistic tastes as well as their 

motivations for art patronage (Meiss 70).  The type of art patronage following the Black 

Death reflected these social changes.  

With the depletion of the pool of society responsible for art patronage, members 

of the lower classes rose into positions of greater economic and social responsibility.  

Social elevation enabled many survivors to participate in the political or economic groups 

responsible for civic and religious art patronage.  Additionally, new motivations for art 

patronage came into play.  Rather than civic pride and beautification alone, large scale 

urban commissions gave way to more personalized reasons for art patronage through the 

individual (Steinhoff 104).  Although patronage on the grander scale continued for the 

surviving wealthy patrons such as the Strozzi, smaller scale commissions became far 

more common.  Commissioned paintings gave individuals and groups from many 

different social levels a venue for remembrance.  Samuel Cohn’s 1987 study on 

testamentary bequests indicates that many of these new commissions came from 

“butchers, cobblers, bakers and blacksmiths” noting that even the common folk wanted to 

leave some form of sacred art in their memory (Cohn 245).  Although Cohn noted the 

huge upsurge in these testamentary requests for paintings, not all new patrons 
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commissioned paintings on their deathbed.  Among these new patrons were individuals, 

regardless of social standing, women (widows and nuns) and organizations such as guilds 

and confraternities.   

  Requests for religious art accelerated after the Black Death.  These included 

memorial chapel construction with its corresponding decoration and altarpiece 

commissions (Nelson 374).  After the horrors of mass burials and the subsequent 

disconnection from family and friends, many survivors wanted to make a place for 

themselves and their descendants.  Often within the sacred space of an existing church, 

these chapels served as reminders to future generations of family members who suffered 

during the plague years.  Decorated with paintings, altarpieces or frescoed walls, they 

also served as a focal point for prayers for the souls of the patron and family in future 

years (Nelson 356).   

Patronage of a private chapel ensured a physical burial place for future family 

members, avoiding the possibility of mass graves.  The decoration of such chapels, 

particularly in the form of painted altarpieces, personalized them even further.   

According to Samuel Cohn’s study for these Northern Italian city-states, commissions for 

paintings rose sharply in the years directly after the Black Death.  Furthermore, direction 

for these paintings “became more precise and more demanding” and included more input 

from the patron (Cohn 250).  Compared to the simplicity of pre-plague commissions, 

these paintings often included “greater specificity, detail, and complexity than before the 

Black Death” (Cohn 256).   

Post-plague paintings also included more figures than seen in pre-plague art, often 

with directions for the specific and sometimes complicated arrangement of saints (Cohn 
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253).  Patrons made specific requests for the ‘Virgin and Child’ with two, four, even six 

additional specific saints.  These could include either personal patron-saints or the patron-

saint of a community, or particular saints seen as personal protectors (Cohn 249).  For 

example, Saints Sebastian, Anthony, John the Evangelist, Catherine, Constance and Mary 

Magdalene were among most often requested figures included in commissions (Cohn 

256).  The personal significance of these particular saints placed them in the position of 

intercessor between the patron and God, increasing their likelihood of salvation.   Some 

paintings became so crowded with requested figures that they may have contributed to a 

problem of “compressed space” in art of the third quarter of the fourteenth century.  

Meiss called the resulting style of paintings “the most inflexible and schematic assembly 

of figures in the history of Tuscan art” (Cohn 256).  This increase in the number of 

figures reflects a ‘more is better’ attitude common in people of lower income levels.  The 

newly rich people placed more importance on the identity and number of figures than on 

the quality of the figures. 

These paintings also included some form of personalization, an image of the 

patron himself, his family or the family insignia.  Often stipulated as testamentary 

requests, these commissions sought to avoid the anonymity many survivors witnessed 

during the Black Death.  To have a physical resting place and a focus for prayers of 

remembrance became very important to those who experienced the devastation.  

Additionally, images depicting personally important religious figures associated with 

themselves and other family members, helped to reassure people of their place in heaven 

and in the memories of family and friends (Cohn 223-226).  The chapel of the Cavalli 

family is a good illustration of the individual’s new influence on sacred art.  This chapel 
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decoration from 1371 by Altichiero da Zevio depicts the Virgin and child being 

worshipped by members of the Cavalli family (fig. 2).  This demonstrates an increase in 

the compositional trend that places the individual within the divine space of the Virgin 

creating a space for them in eternity.   

Prior to the Black Death only members of the upper levels of society had the 

opportunity or ability to commission a chapel, its decoration, or even a separate 

altarpiece.  A wider section of society gained this prospect after the Black Death.  

Individuals at different levels of society willingly put money down on specific requests 

for religious art.  The high mortality rate of mid-century gave a certain amount of 

freedom to many women, both financially and legally.  Catherine King’s 1992 study of 

Italian art patronage by women brings to light several strong examples involving women 

from different social levels.  Middle-class widows and nuns now had the opportunity to 

commission paintings.  Widows gained the legal autonomy to sign contracts, pay artists 

and the right to sue in court if the artist reneged on the contract (King 374).   Middle-

class widows most often requested altarpieces in memory of their deceased husband or 

family members.  And significantly, in most cases, the female donor has included a self-

portrait within the painting.  This occurred for ‘personal commemoration’ in the public 

space of the church, but was intended to benefit the memory of her husband and family 

(King 372).  For example, the very public image Maria de’ Bovolini commissioned for 

the church of San Francesco in Bassano (outside Venice) demonstrates a widow’s 

capacity to oversee the production of an important religious image.  The huge Crucifixion 

(12 feet high) by the Paduan painter Guariento d’Arpo contains a small, detailed image of 

Maria, with her own coat of arms, in a position of honor at the lower right hand of God, 
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normally the male donor’s position (King 373)(fig. 3).  This placement within the 

painting helped her gain salvation in heaven as well as ensuring a place in social memory.  

Her inscription at the base of the cross indicates her identity and the purpose of the 

commission: 

“Bona Maria de’ Bovolini imitator of Helen, the inventor of the 
Cross and nails, dedicated this herself to the piety of the people of 
Bassano that they might pray for her to Christ our Lord” (373). 

 
 Similarities exist among commissions by cloister nuns, both as a group under an 

abbess and individually.  Many of those who came from wealthy families received 

inheritances during the plague years and were allowed to commission paintings to honor 

those family members who succumbed to the plague.  These included paintings with 

personal commemoration and self portrayal as donatrices (King 375).  Other nuns, as a 

community under their abbess, used endowment funds for more lavish altarpieces.  The 

Benedictine Nuns of San Pier Maggiore in Florence made such a commission for their 

high altar in 1370.  Depicting the Coronation of the Virgin with attendant saints, the altar 

piece by Jacopo di Cione, contains specific saints including women within the crowd (fig. 

4).  Some of these figures had special significance for the nuns, others for the convent 

itself.  In most cases they were religious figures who provided spiritual protection or 

acted as an intermediary for the nuns.  These include Saint Reparata, the patron-saint of 

the cathedral, Scolastica, and saints Lucy and Mary Magdalene, all of whom relate to the 

nuns as women (King 375).  As an altarpiece painted after the Black Death, it shows the 

more intricate participation of the female members of the church in the selection of the 

subject and the specific figures among the crowd of saints.  Prior to the Black Death, this 
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female involvement was more limited, usually involving a male agent or family member 

acting as an intermediary between the nuns and the artist. 

 Patronage also resulted from groups of individuals with common cause and group 

funding.  These were the guild associations and confraternities of the northern Italian 

city-states whose existence was strongly associated with the development of medieval 

Italian culture.  Guilds, similar to unions, regulated the many different professions in each 

city-state. Although they vary in terms of size and wealth, all had a religious priority 

aside from their functions regulating the professional aspects of their members.  In their 

1986 study of the development of Venetian trade guilds, Humfrey and MacKenney 

compared them to the Florentine trade guilds.  Those in Venice were organized into 

smaller groupings with occupations that were more closely related than those of the 

larger Florentine guild associations.  These guilds were divided into their professional 

body, or arte, and a devotional aspect or scuole piccole, whose primary aims ‘were to 

offer their members spiritual consolation through special masses and memorial services, 

and to offer material support for their own sick and poor, widows and orphans” (Humfrey 

and MacKenney 317).  In a sense, each guild took care of its own members, 

professionally as well charitably. 

 These guilds displayed a new facet of post plague painting in the character and 

quantity of art patronage they initiated.  The focal point of the guild, with or without a 

guildhall, was the church altar.  Hence, their priority regardless of the size of their 

organization became “to secure rights to a church altar, and a burial place for its 

members” (Humfrey and MacKenney 318).  In fact, by the early fifteenth century every 

guild “owned patronage rights to a side altar in one of the nearly 130 parish and 
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conventual churches in Venice” (Humfrey and MacKenney 318).  At the very least, an 

altarpiece was the guild’s first, though sometimes only, artistic commission.  Based on 

Humfrey and MacKenney’s study, many of the guilds commissioned altarpieces that 

were smaller than those from wealthy individuals and religious groups.  These paintings 

were also made from lower quality materials than wealthier commissions.  This may be 

due to the choice of artist or the availability of funding.  It may also be due to the more 

conservative, less sophisticated taste of the commissioning guild’s lower and middle class 

members (Humfrey and MacKenney 322).  

Whatever the reason, the subject matter of most of the guild related paintings of 

this period pertain to the ‘patron-saint’ of the guild.  This included an aspect of their life 

or their martyrdom and allusions to the occupation of the guild members.  From the 

outset of guild patronage, this allusion related to the physical work of the guild (Humfrey 

and MacKenney 323).  However, after the Black Death the inclusion of the names of the 

guild officers within the painting became more prominent.  With time, full-scale images 

of these patrons appeared within the altarpieces (Humfrey and MacKenney 323).   

In Trecento Italy, there was a close relationship between church and state, one 

being dependent on the other for survival.  Siena called this ‘civic Christianity’ and its 

practice spawned a new type of religious association (Steinhoff 36).  Confraternities were 

groups of lay individuals with a pious mission, living more religiously observant lives of 

charity or private devotion, while still living among the secular community.  The 

uncertainty stemming from the terror of the plague made their mission even more 

important to the surviving population.  These new religious groups commissioned art 

with the common good of their group or community in mind (Steinhoff 52).   
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The type of painting these confraternities commissioned had a more ‘communal’ 

character associated with it.  Paintings, rather than seeking personal remembrance or 

intervention, sought the salvation of the group.  In this instance, images of the Virgin 

have been galvanized into fierce protectors of the group in the form of the Madonna della 

Misericordia or Madonna of Mercy (fig. 5)(Byrne 94).  The earliest example of this 

image type dates from the 1350’s by Lippo Memmi for the Chapel of the Corporal in the 

Duomo of Orvieto.  However, a later example by Barnaba da Modena in 1372 (fig 6) and 

again by Piero della Francesco in 1460, demonstrate the continuation of this 

compositional style associated with confraternities (fig. 7). The image depicts the Virgin 

with outstretched arms, her cape protecting the members of the confraternity from the 

‘arrows’ of divine wrath (Steinhoff 53).  Prior to the Black Death the devotional figure of 

the ‘Virgin Mary’ or the ‘Madonna and Child’ was a common request for a painting.  A 

generalized image, it served as a focal point for the prayers of many different individuals.   

After the Black Death requests for images of the Virgin with this new, more pro-active 

function became more popular as groups sought divine protection from the plague. Threat 

of imminent death from the plague made it one of the most common and popular requests 

in the post plague period.  On a communal level, paintings with the Madonna of Mercy 

motif offered salvation for specific organizations with a common cause. In these cases, 

each individual painting portrayed images of specific members of that particular 

community within the protective circle of the Virgin. 

Scholars have studied the effects of the Black Death on European society for 

many years.  Authorities from many different disciplines have analyzed its effects on 

politics, religion, culture, economics, demographics, history and art.  Because of this 
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interdisciplinary nature, it is hard to understand the effects on one aspect of society 

without incorporating the study of one or more of the other areas.  In order to understand 

the vast changes in artistic development occurring in response to the Black Death, it is 

important to look at its impact on the people.  As a historic event, the Black Death 

changed the social make-up of the Italian population and influenced how people looked 

at and thought about their world and the afterlife. Every living person felt the impact of 

losing family and friends in one swift moment in time, as a kind of demographic 

dislocation.  They recognized the uncertainty and the fragility of life and looked for ways 

to reestablish their social and spiritual links through art.  Regardless of social status, 

suffers and survivors of the pestilence used sacred art commissions to mark their place in 

family and social memory.   

Plague inspired patronage for religious art now came from very new and different 

sources. These included individuals from different socio-economic levels, women, guild 

members and confraternity associations.  Their socio-economic origins and their 

motivations for art patronage were different. With the memories of the swift and terrible 

loss of life fresh in their minds, requests for sacred art gained a new importance for 

people.  The experiences of the fourteenth century left many people with the desire to be 

remembered and protected through the prayers inspired by new religious art.   

The Black Death inspired patronage from new sectors of society and the artistic 

differences displayed were noticeable and influential.   The precedence set by these new 

patrons continued into, and influenced the development of, Renaissance art.  Visual 

evidence showing the patron’s increased desire to have more personal influence on 

compositional aspects of paintings continued into the Renaissance.  Examining later 
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paintings of the Renaissance period, commissions of the Medici and other influential 

patrons illustrate this pattern of increased patron influence.  For example, the 1438 

altarpiece by Fra Angelico, Madonna and Saints, was commissioned by Cosimo de 

Medici (fig. 8).  In this painting for the high altar of San Marco in Florence, the figure of 

the patron-saint, Cosmas carries the likeness of the patron, Cosimo.  In the position of 

intercessor between the viewer and the divine images of the Madonna and Child, the 

patron gains assurance of his salvation.  In addition, he assures his place in the memory 

of his descendants and in the memory of the community for the generosity of his 

donation.  Similar paintings from the later periods confirm a continuation of these post-

plague trends which include greater participation in art patronage by different levels of 

society.  Requests for more and specific figures within the work remained a factor even 

for wealthy patrons.  It also shows the continued inclusion of the patron’s portrait, family 

crest or insignia indicating continued patron influence and desire for earthly recognition 

and remembrance. The San Marco altarpiece exemplifies the continuation of these 

compositional trends that became popular after the Black Death. 

The Black Death, possibly the worst human disaster in European history, left a 

lasting impression on medieval society.  The resulting demographic dislocation changed 

the social make-up of the surviving population.  It also influenced the spiritual and 

emotional needs of that society, taking into account the experiences of widespread 

mortality, creating a new breed of art patron.  Northern Italian cities, the focus of Italian 

art production and the leaders of the Renaissance art movement, incorporated the 

changing desires of these new patrons creating post-plague art with new meaning and 

purpose: to avoid the obscurity of mass devastation through eternity in artistic patronage. 
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(fig. 1)  Saint Sebastian, Giovanni del Biondo, 1370’s, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo,  
 Firenze, Italy. 
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(fig. 2)  Crucifixion with donatrix, Maria Bovolina, Kneeling (detail), Guariento d’Arpo, 
1360, San Francesco, Bassano del Grappa, Italy. 
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(fig. 3)  Virgin being worshipped by Members of the Cavalli Family, Altichiero da Zevio,  
 1371,  Fresco, S. Anastasia, Verona.  
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(fig. 4)  Coronation of the Virgin with attending saints, San Pier Maggiore 
Altarpiece, Jacopo di Cione, 1370-71, National Gallery, London. 
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(fig. 5) Madonna of the Recommended, Lippo Memmi, 1350’s, Fresco, Chapel of the  
 Corporal, Duomo, Orvieto. 
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(fig. 6)  Madonna della Misericordia, Barnaba da Modena, 1372, Fresco,  
 Cathedral of Genoa. 
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(fig. 7)  Madonna della Misericordia, Piero della Francesca, 1460, Pinacoteca Comunale,  
 Sansepolcro. 
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(fig.8)  Madonna and Saints, San Marco Altarpiece, Fra Angelico, 1438-40, Museo di  
 San Marco, Florence. 
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